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As an international finance centre of the world, Hong
Kong is being critized on the lack of interest rates
hedging tools. A study on the feasibility of introducing
interest rate futures and options is done by this research
report.
It has the common consensus that interest rate futures
should be introduced for upgrading the sophisticated image
of Hong Kong. But the necessity of interest rate futures
has not been agreed by all concerned parties. Other
hedging tools like interest rate swaps, duration matching,
and forward rate agreement are considered to be sufficient
by some parties. However, all the parties favour interest
rate options that have absolute advantages over the
existing hedging tools.
At present, Hong Kong nas aeciaea to launcn an interest
rate futures contract in the middle of 1988. The major
factor to alter the development of this contract is not
related to anything about hedging, but to the healthiness
of the trading operations in the Hong Kong Futures
Exchange. The problems of the operations system of the
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future exchange have been revealed just right after the
stock market crash in October, 1987. Now the success of
the interest rate futures contract largely depends on the
restructuring of the Hong Kong Futures Exchange.
Interest rate options have a tremendous potential
demand, however, at present, no one has been arranging to
develop a standardized interest rate options in the future
exchange. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the
development are far away from completion. On the other
hand, many banks are introducing many option-like
products to attract the great potential demand.
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Managing fixed-income assets has become more interesting
and challenging in recent years. In the past it was common
for money managers and institutions to view these
securities as their riskless investment, that is, an
investment that -would provide a steady stream of
predictable coupon income with a low volatility of return
performance. The change of the monetary system of the
United States from gold standard to flexible floating rate
system in the late 1960s and also the change of monetary
policy from controlling interest rate to controlling money
supply in the periods 1979-1987 have already had an
dramatic impact on the whole world's interest rates. The
interest rates fluctuate frequently and vigorously. This
has altered drastically the conventional views of the role
of fixed-income investments and their riskiness.
For over one hundred years producers and buyers of
agricultural products have been able to hedge their
exposed positions through the commodities futures markets.
Not until the late 1960s people faced their exposed risk
2in interest rates. That is why only by 1975 interest rate
futures on GNMA certificates were first initiated on the
Chicago Board of Trade. A financial futures contract is a
transferable, standardized agreement traded on regulated
exchanges which obligates the seller to deliver and the
purchaser to receive financial instruments in the future
at a currently agreed upon price during a specified
delivery period. But, some contracts such as the one on
the 3-month Eurodollar time deposit do not have actual
delivery. They settle based on an index. For the
Eurodollar future the settlement price is the average
LIBOR quote from eight major banks randomly selected by
the clearing house at the termination of trading.
The next generation of contracts went from futures
position on financial instruments to put and call options.
A call option is a contract giving the holder the
underlying security at maturity while insuring against any
loss during the term of the contract beyond a deductible
equal to the intrinsic value of the option. A put option
is an insurance contract which pays off to cover fully any
security price decline below the face value of the
contract which is the put option's exercise price.
Research Problem
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However, as one of the most important financial centres
in the world, Hong Kong does not have the trading of
interest rate futures and options. Since late 1982 the
Hong Kong currency was pegged on U.S. Dollar, interest
rates in Hong Kong are fluctuating accordingly in order to
maintain the fixed currencies exchange rate to the U.S.
Dollar. Investors in Hong Kong are exposing to very great
risk of loss in interest rates. Without the availability
of the interest rate futures and options trading in Hong
Kong, they are facing great difficulties and problems to
hedge against their interest rate risks.
This research is going to explore out their current
needs and problems, and to examine the feasibility of
introducing the interest rate futures and options in Hong
Kong.
Around the Asian area, Singapore, Australia and Japan
all have already developed the trading of financial
futures. The Singapore International Monetary
Exchange(SIMEX) was the first one to introduce financial
futures in the Asian area since 1983. SIMEX was linked up
with the Chicago Mercantile Exchange(CME) in September,
1984 by a mutual offset system(MOS). Apart from the
linkage, SIMEX has its own futures contract trading. SIMEX
has the financial future contracts on Yen, Sterling,
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Deutschemarks, Eurodollars, and Gold. However, Australia
is the most sophisticated among the Asian countries.
Australia has its futures exchange since 1960. Now, the
exchange is called the Sydney Futures Exchange(SFE). It
also has the Australia Options Market(AOM) since February,
1970. Tokyo launched its 10-year Government bond futures
in 1984. The Ministry of Finance approved the futures
market in 1984, because it saw the need to hedge large
holdings of Government bonds and the outlook for interest
rate volatility.
Research Methodolocry
The research strategy consists of three stages. Since
this research is field study oriented, a lot of secondary
researches and in-depth interviews have been conducted.
A thorough research on secondary sources has been
conducted first. Business Periodicals Index has been used
to find out all journal articles concerning interest rate
futures and options in the recent years. The articles
selected come from the periodicals listed below.
a. Financial Management
b. The Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis
c. The Journal of Financial Research
d. The Journal of Portfolio Management
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e. Financial Analysis Journal
f. Journal of Business
g. Journal of Financial Economics
These sources are all available in the Library of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Newspapers like the Asian Wall Street Journal, Hong Kong
Economic Journal and South China Morning Post are
continuously reviewed to keep track of the new development
of these instruments in Hong Kong.
Immediately following the secondary research is a
primary research. In-depth interviews have been conducted
with the potential users and issuers of the interest rate
futures and options. The interviewees are consumer banks,
merchant banks, and the Hong Kong Futures Exchange.
Finally, a vigorous and logical analysis has been
applied. The logical deduction method has been used to dig
out the problems and current needs of Hong Kong's
investors under the situation of not having any interest
rate futures and options in Hong Kong. This research can
serve as a basis and foundation for any further research
on the solutions of the problems found.
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CHAPTER TWO
FUNCTIONS OF INTEREST RATE FUTURES AND OPTION
This chapter is going to review the functions of futures
and options. The hedging strategies are also discussed.
Interest Rate Futures
A clear definition of an interest rate futures contract
is a transferable, standardized agreement traded on
regulated exchanges which obligates the seller to deliver,
and the purchaser to receive, fixed income financial
instruments in the future at a currently agreed upon price
during a specified delivery period. This future is
referred as a physical interest future as a physical
financial instrument is delivered. For example, one
contract on U.S. Treasury bonds traded on the Chicago
Board of Trade (CBOT) represents $100,000 par value of
these bonds. The purchaser of one U.S. Treasury bond
contract has agreed-to receive $100,000 par value of U.S.
Treasury bonds during some future period. All of the
fixed income security contracts have a March, June,
September, December, delivery cycle that is, there exist
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contracts that call for delivery in each of these months.
Contracts are generally referred to by their delivery
month and year, and their deliverable security. For
example, the purchaser of a September 1986, U.S. Treasury
bond contract has agreed to receive $100,000 par value of
a U.S. Government Treasury bond sometimes during September
of 1986. The nearest futures contract to delivery can
vary from one to approximately 90 days. The most distant
delivery dates occur 18 to 30 months into the future,
depending upon the type of futures contract selected.
Some contracts require the seller to deliver on a
particular day in the delivery month, while others allow
delivery at any time during the delivery month. Contracts
on 90-day Treasury bills traded on the International
Monetary Market (IMM) require delivery on the first
Thursday after the third weekly Treasury bill auction in
the delivery month, whereas contracts on U.S. Treasury
bonds permit delivery on any business day during the
delivery month.
There is another type of future referred as an index
financial future since it does not have an actual
delivery, but settles based on an index. For example, the
settlement price of the Eurodollar future is the average
LIBOR quote from eight major banks randomly selected by
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the clearing house at the termination of trading.
Future contracts do not cost anything per se, but the
buyer and the seller must deposit an initial margin whose
purpose, unlike margins on securities accounts, is to
assure performance of the contract rather than a partial
payment for the security. This initial margin serves as a
'good faith' deposit. Maintenance margin is the minimum
amount of money that must be maintained in the margin
account at all times. This sum is usually a bit smaller
than the initial margin.
Positions in futures contracts are valued daily. When
the equity in the account falls below the maintenance
level a variation margin call will be issued requesting
that enough cash be added to the account to bring the
balance up to the initial margin level. While the initial
margin deposit may be posted using U.S. government
securities, variation margin calls must be met by cash.
Thus, gains and losses are settled daily in cash in the
margin account. Margin requirements differ by contract.
They are typically set near the maximum daily price move
for a particular contract. For example, the maximum daily
move on a U.S. Treasury bond contract is two points on the
$100,000 face value of the contract, or $2,000. For
hedgers the initial and maintenance margin are $1,500.
The initial margin and daily settlement procedure assures
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that adequate funds will be on deposit, which in turn
helps to maintain the financial integrity of the clearing
organization. With the clearing house acting as a party
to every trade, futures contracts have been effectively
made into contracts that can be bought or sold in
secondary trading market.
Future Hedging Classification
Many regulatory bodies have wrestled with the problem of
producing an all encompassing definition of hedging. The
broadest definition would be one that includes all
activities that reduce the risk of an existing or an
anticipated position, where risk is defined as the
variance of return. Typically hedgers are interested in
minimizing their risk exposure. For ease of exposition
the analysis and examples that follow are written assuming
that the existing or anticipated position to be hedged is
an asset. Hedging liabilities or the net of assets and
liabilities is similar to be asset hedge.




WEAK FORM CASH HEDGE STRONG FORM CASH HEDGE
(inventory hedge) (immunization)
Hedge Goal : Preserve Hedge Goal : Track
capital on a daily daily the zero coupon
CURRENTLY HELD basis. bond due at the end of
investment horizon.
CASH POSITION
Hedge Strategy: Short Hedge Strategy: Go
the nearest-to-deliver long or short nearest
to-delivery futures
contract-
WEAK FORM STRONG FORM
(anticipatory hedge (anticipatory hedge
Hedge Goal: lock in Hedge Goal: lock in
currently available currently available
return or price at return or price at
the uncertain cash known cash inflow
inflow date. date.
ANTICIPATED
CASH POSITION Hedge Strategy: buy Hedge Strategy: buy
futures contract that futures contract that
expires nearest to the expires nearest to the
expected cash inflow known cash inflow
date.date.
Interest Rate Options
An option is an agreement between two parties in which
one party grants the other the right to buy or sell an
asset under specified conditions, while the counter party
assumes an obligation to sell or buy that asset. The
party who must decide to exercise the option is termed the
option buyer, since he must pay for the privilege. The
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party granting the right to buy or sell an asset is called
the option seller or writer of the option. There are two
basic types of options: puts and calls.
A call option gives the buyer the right to purchase or
'call away', a specified amount of the underlying security
at a specified price, up to a specified date. The price
at which the security may be bought is the exercise price
or the strike price. The last date on which the option
may be exercised is called the expiration date or the
maturity date. The price of this option contract is its
premium.
A put option is the right to sell, or 'put to' the
writer of the option, a given amount of the underlying
security at a given price on or before a specific date.
The price of an option consists of two components--- the
intrinsic value and the time value. The value of an
option, if exercised immediately, is the intrinsic value.
This is the maximum of either zero, or the market price
minus the exercise price. Market practitioners refer to
options with positive intrinsic value as an 'in-the-money'
option. An option whose current price equals the strike
price is known as an 'at-the-money' option. A call option
whose strike price is greater than the current price is
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referred to as an 'out-the-money' option. The time value
of an option is the difference between the premium on the
option and its intrinsic value. It is the seller's
compensation for the possibility that the option will be
worth more at the end of its life than if exercised
immediately.
Interest rate options take three basic forms:
1. Options on so-called physicals (this is actual
securities)
2. Options on futures
3. Interest rate agreements
For example, options on U.S. Treasury notes and bills
are traded on the American Stock Exchange (AMEX) in New
York. The note contracts are for $1 million principal
value. Options on U.S. Treasury bonds are traded on the
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE). These options are
offered in denominations of $100,000 principal value and
$20,000 principal value. These markets started in the
fourth quarter of 1982.
Options on U.S. Treasury bond futures are traded on the
Chicago Board of Trade. This market started in the Fourth
quarter of 1982. Options on futures have several
advantages. For one, options on futures have no coupon or
dividend payments in contrast, with an options contract
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on a bond or note, the buyer of a call or the seller of a
put must compensate the other party for accrued interest
when exercise occurs. Furthermore, options on bond
futures are also believed to be 'cleaner instruments',
because of the reduced possibility of delivery squeezes.
Options on bonds are written on particular issues since
the supply of any particular issue is fixed after the date
of issuance, there is always the chance of a squeeze
developing that could artifically raise the price of the
bond. This is less of a worry with OTC options, as the
volume in each bond is not likely to be large. Options on
bond futures are written on the underlying futures
contract, which, in turn, is written not on a particular
bond issue, but rather on a bond with particular
characteristics.
Interest rate agreements are long-term arrangements
which reduce interest rate sensitivity for entities
issuing floating rate liabilities. These agreements take
two forms: ceiling rate agreements and floor-ceiling
agreements. Ceiling rate agreements specify that if rates
go above a certain level (the ceiling), the financial
institution providing the agreement will compensate the
buyer for the difference between the actual rate and the
ceiling rate. This is equivalent to a put option in which
the financial institution providing the agreement is the
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option writer. A floor-ceiling product is a slight
variation of this, which an entity brackets its borrowing
costs. If rates go above the ceiling, the financial
institution providing the agreement pays its customer the
difference between the actual rate and the ceiling rate.
If rates go below the floor, the customer pays the
financial institution the difference between the actual
rate and the floor rate. In this arrangement, which is
also known as a 'collar', a financial institution has
essentially written a put option and purchased an out-of-
the money call option. The fee in this arrangement is
less than in a straight ceiling product, as the client is
giving up part of his gain if rates fall.
Options Hedging Classifications
Market participants purchase options to hedge their
position, because they feel the protection they are
receiving against adverse interest rate movements is worth
more to them than the option premium.
Investors adversely affected by falling interest rates,
would tend to buy call options as a hedge. For example,
investors considering the purchase of long bonds in a
month or a corporate treasurer with sinking fund
requirements to meet. Both of these actors might also
consider using the futures market. They face symmetric
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risk, that is, they are adversely affected if rates fall
and favourably affected if they rise. In a futures hedge,
losses (gains) on the underlying position would be offset
by gains (losses) on the futures position. In contrast,
an option allows the investor to preserve upside potential
if rates rise. However, some positions which cannot be
hedged with futures can be hedged with options. This
involves asymmetric risk. Consider, for example, a
corporation which has issued a warrant to purchase its
debt at a given price. This actor does not gain if rates
rise, but loses if rates fall. This type of risk is
asymmetric. If a futures hedge is issued, and rates rise,
losses on the futures position cannot be offset.
Essentially, the corporation has written a call option,
and they only way to undo it is to buy a call option.
Investors adversely affected by rising interest rates
would buy put options as a hedge. Examples of this
include: investors who hold a bond portfolio, a
corporation which plans to issue bonds in a month, and a
bank or savings and loan which has funded long-term fixed
rate assets with short-term liabilities. These actors
might also consider using futures, as they are favourably
affected if rates fall. A futures hedge would not allow
these parties to reserve their upside potential, should
rates fall. Investors may face asymmetric risk with
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respect to rising rates. For example, a financial
institution which has made fixed rate loan commitments
cannot use the futures market. If rates move down, they
will lose on their futures position and have no offsetting
gain on cash position. The financial institution with a
loan commitment has essentially written a put option. it
can offset this only by purchasing a put option.
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CHAPTER THREE
CURRENT SITUATION OF HONG KONG
The past one year was the most drastic year to the Hong
Kong's financial market. According to the original
schedule, an interest rate index future contract would be
launched on December of 1987. Unfortunatively, or
fortunatively, a worldwide stock market slump happened on
October 19, 1987. The October crash led to the now-
notorious four-day closure of both the stock and future
exchanges. This has revealed some of the structural
weaknesses of the Hong Kong's financial market, calling
for changes apparently long overdue as the market outgrew
its domestic nature to become an international one. A
Security Review Committee(SRC) headed by Ian Hay Davison
was set for recommending a structural reform of the Hong
Kong's financial market. The launching of interest rate
future was then postponed until SRC comes out a result.
Before The Stock Market Slump
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The usual interest rate futures existing in U.S. are the
type of actual delivery of fixed income financial
instruments like T-bills, T-notes and T-bonds. A contract
example of U.S. Treasury Note Futures in Chicago Board of
Trade is shown for illustration purpose.
Contract on U.S. Treasury Bond Futures and U.S. Treasury
Note Futures
SizE $100,000 face value, U.S. Treasury
Bonds (Notes).
Deliverable Grade: U.S. Treasury Bonds maturing at
least 15 years from date of
delivery, if non-callable if
callable, not so far at least 15
years from the first day of the
delivery month. Coupon based on an
8% standard.
U.S. Treasury Notes maturing at
least six and a half years, but not
more than 10 years, from the first
day of the delivery month. Coupon
based on an 8% standard.
Price Quotation: In- points and thirty-seconds of a
point. For example, 82-16 equals
82-16/32nds.
Tick Size: One thirty-second (1/32 nd) of a
point or $31.25 per contract.
Daily Trading Limits: Two point (64/32 nds), or 42,000 per
contract, above or below the
previous day's settlement price.
: March, June, September, DecemberMonths Traded
: 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. (Chicago time)Trading Hours
: US- Treasury Bond FuturesTicker Symbol
TY- Treasury Note Futures
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Last Trading Day: Seven Business days prior to the end
of the months traded.
Last Delivery Day Last business day of the month.
The Hong Kong Future Exchange tried to launch an
interest rate future contract by cash settlement. The
contract specifications are as below:-
Specification Three-Month Hong Kong Dollar
Interest Rate Futures
Size HK$1,000,000
Delivery Month Spot plus 2 conservative months
Cash SettlementGrade
09:00 to 12:00Hours (trading
14:00 to 15:15
Quotation 100.00 minus yield
0.01 (1 basis pt= HK$24.65)Minimum Fluctuation
1.00 (100 basis pt= HK$2465)Limit Move
11:00, two business days prior toLast Trading Day
3rd Wednesday
First Business Day after Last Trading DayDelivery Date
Average of 8 out of a list of 12Settlement Price
designated banks
At 10:00, 10:30, 11:00 and 11:30 on lastOffers Quoted At
trading day





Most companies, particularly financial institutions,
have difficulty in exactly matching asset and liability
maturities and yields. They can use this interest rate
future contract as a risk management alternative. The
hedging strategies generally utilized to achieve this
objective are the long hedge and the short hedge.
Long hedges in Interest Rates
A long hedge can be used to protect against a fall in
interest rates. A typical user would be anyone who
expects to have funds available for investment in the
future but wishes to invest at current rates.
Example :-
A portfolio manager knows he will receive HK$5 million
in three months' time when he expects interest rates to
have fallen. The futures market anticipates declining
rates, but it does not fully reflect his views. He can,
therefore, use the market to invest at rate approaching
current yields.
Futures MarketCash MarketDate
Buys 5 December 82 HK3-month HK dollar1.7.82
dollar interest ratedeposit rates are
contracts at 86.2514%.
(13.75% yield)
Interest rates do decline as ne expectea.
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1.10.82 Places HK$ 5M for Sells 5 December 82 HK
three months dollar interest rate




(HK$5,000,000 (HK$24.66 x 75 x 5)
X.1% x 92/365) HK$9,247.50
HK$12,602.74
If interest rates rise, the result will be different.
Date Cash Market Futures Market
1.7.82 3-month deposit Buys 5 December 82 HK
rates are 14% dollar interest rate
contracts at 86.25
(13.75% yield)
1.10.82 Places HK$5M for Sells 5 December 82 HK
three months dollar interest rate
deposit at 13% contracts at 85.25
(14.75 yield)
Opportunity Gain Loss
(HK$5,000,000 x 1% HK$24.66 x 100 x 5)
HK$12,330.00x 92/365)
HK$12,602.74
Short Hedges in Interest Rates
A short hedge can be used by a manufacturer who has
HK$10 million borrowings with a 3 monthly rollover next
due on 1st September, 1982. In July, he strongly feels
that between July and September interest rates are going
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to rise from the current rate of 16%,
Date Cash Market Future Market
2.7.82 Hedge rollover Sell 10 September





3 months would be
HK$398,904.11
Date Cash Market Future Market
1.9.82 Rollover loan at Buys 10 September









(HK$ 455,000- (HK$ 24.66X225x10
398,904.11) HK$ 55,485
HK$ 56,095.89
Overall cost of finance = 16.025%
If, in the above example, interest rates fall between
2.7.82 and 1.9.82, the transactions on 1st September, 1982
would be as follows:-
Future MarketCash MarketDate
Rollover loan Buys 10 September1.9.82




Interest cost for 3
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montns would be HK$ 373.972.60
Cost of Borrowing Loss
Saved
(HK$ 398,904.11 (HK$ 24.66X100
-373,972.60) X10)
HK$ 24,931.51 HK$24,660.00
Overall cost of finance= 15.989%
This development of HK dollar interest rate index future
was frozen due to the discovery of structural and
regulatory problems of the Hongkong Future Exchange.
After The Stock Market Slump
The sharpest historic fall of 1,120 point of the Hang
Seng Index caused $1.8 billion liabilities incurred from
massive defaults of the Hang Seng Index Future Contracts.
A lifeboat facility of the total $4 billion was supplied
by Government, banking shareholders of the Futures
Guarantee Corporation, future brokers and Bank of China.
However, the bail-out of the $1.8 billion liabilities was
from the exchange fund of the Government, $800 million,
banking shareholders of the Futures Guarantee Corporation,
$500 million, and twenty-odd brokers $500 million.
A new Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange,
Mr. Robet Fell was appointed to head the exchange and to
take a reshuffle there. A Deputy Chief Executive of the
Hong Kong Future Exchange, Mr. Philip Thope was also
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assigned. A Securities Review Committee headed by Mr. Ivn
Hay was established by the Government. The major tasks
are on the regulation of the two exchanges, the
surveillance on them, settlement problem of the exchanges
(control clearing system), selling short on stocks,
insider trading, financial futures market and the stock
secondary market. The publication of the review
committee's report will be around the end of May of 1988.
The tentative planning to issue the interest rate future
will be right after the publication of the securities
review report.
Before the birth of the securities review report, there
were several changes in the Hong Kong Future Exchange. A
Canadian futures expert was hired as the new chief
executive. Mr. Douglas Ford, 45, who has been the
president and chief executive officer of the Winnipeg
Communities Exchange for the past 10 years, will join as
vice-chairman and chief executive on June 13, 1988. Mr.
Ford is reinforcing his management team with experts from
London, New York, Chicago and Canada. The Hong Kong
Futures Exchange and the International Commodities
Clearing House(ICCH) had announced new financial
requirements on their members. For the futures exchange,
both full members and market members had to increase their
minimum paid-up capital to $5 million from by March 31,
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1988. Exchange members not trading in stock index, that
is, only in the gold, sugar and soyabean might have
capital of $2 million. Moreover, members are required to
file financial returns to the exchange on a monthly basis
instead of quarterly.
The ICCH's new requirements fell in three main
categories: that positions should be margined on a gross
basis instead on a net basis position limits were
introduced and minimum net worth were increased. General
clearing members needed to increase their minimum net
worth to $15 million by March 17,1988 and to $25 million
by December 31, 1988. Individual clearing members needed
to increase their minimum net worth to $5 million and $10
million respectively.
A new Hong Kong Futures Brokers Association plans to be
officially launched in April or May. The association
would provide a communication link between members and the
exchange and other authorities.
The Guarantee Corporation had resources of approximately
$20 million in October 1987, which prove inadequate to
meet the claims upon the guarantee. The Hong Kong Futures
Exchange is seeking to enlarge its guarantee resources at
least fivefold to $100 million. Of the $100 million, $50
million is likely to call from the Guarantee Corp.,
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Futures Exchange and the clearing members. It is not
known yet how the balance will be met but an insurance
arranqement has been sic7P_.qt_P(9
Situation on Interest Rate Options
Standard interest rate options have not been developed
in Hong Kong. Only some interest rate agreements have
been issued by Chase Manhattan Bank. They are typical
caps and floor agreements. The future exchange has no
idea to develop such instrument. Basically, the problem
is that there are no T-bills in Hong Kong. So far,
nowadays, there is no option on undeliverable product in
the world. In United States, there are options on U.S.
Treasury Bond Futures and U.S. Treasury Note Futures. The
contract is as below..
Undelivery Options may be exercised for one (1)
$100,000 face value CBOT Long-termInstrument:
Treasury Bond (T-note) futures contract
deliverable during the month of March,
June, September or December.
Description: The buyer or holder of a call has the
right, but not the obligation, to assure a
Long T-Bond (T-note) futures position
prior to expiration at a specified strike
or exercise price. The seller or writer
of a call is obligated to assure a short
T-Bond (T-note) futures position upon
exercise by the holder.
The buyer or holder of a PUT has the
right, but not the obligation, to assure a
SHORT T-Bond (T-note) futures position
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prior to expiration at a specified strike
or exercise price. The seller or writer
of a put is obligated to assure a long T-
Bond (T-note) futures position upon
exercise by the holder.
Exercise: Option holders intending to exercise may
give notice to the Board of Trade Clearing
Corporation by 8:00 pm on any business day
prior to expiration. Such notice is
assigned to an option seller. A long
(short) futures position is assured by the
call holder (call writer) or put writer
(put holder) effective on the opening of
the following business day.
Expiration: Unexercised options expire at 10:00 am on
the first Saturday following the last
trading day.
Last Trading: Options cease trading in the month prior
day to the delivery month of the underlying T-
Bond (T-note) futures contract. Options
stop trading at 12:00 noon on the last
Friday preceding by at least five business
days the first notice day for the
corresponding T-Bond (T-note) futures
contract.
Strike Prices: Strike or exercise prices are set at
integral multiples of two (2) points
($2,000) to bracket the current T-Bond
(T-note) future price, e.g. of T-Bond (T-
note) futures are trading at 76, strike
may be set at 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, etc.
Premium: Option buyers pay option sellers a
negotiated premium for the right to hold
an option. Premiums must be paid in full
by clearing members to the Board of Trade
Clearing Corporation and by option
customers to commission merchants when the
option is bought or within a reasonable
time period thereafter.
Premium Premiums are quoted in terms of percent of
Quotation par in minimum interests of one sixty-
fourth (1/64) of 1 percent of a $100,000
face value T-Bond (T-note) futures
contract, or $15.625 rounded upwards to
the nearest pennv.
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Daily Price : Premiums cannot fluctuate more than two
(2) points ($2,000) above or below the
prior day's settlement. Variable limits
equal three (3) points ($3,000). Limits
do not apply during the option expiration
month.
Hours of : 8:00 am to 2:00 pm (Chicago time)
Trading
Ticker Symbol : CG for T-Bond calls PG for T-Bond puts;
TC for T-note Calls TP for T-Note puts.
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CHAPTER FOUR
POTENTIAL MARKET DEMAND FOR FUTURES & OPTINS
In order to access the potential market demand, in-depth
interviews have been conducted with seven major bankers
including the Hong Kong Futures Exchange and other six
major banks in HK as listed in Table 1. They have
different opinions, however the majority thinks the
Interest Rate Future will be successful. Strangely, all
agree the interest rate futures should be introduced for
the sake of introducing new instruments. In this chapter,
the potential market demand for Future and options are
reviewed from the different points of views of the
interviewees.
Expected Potential Market by
Hong Kong Futures Exchange
The Hong Kong Futures Exchange is going to launch an
interest rate future. This instrument is expected to limit
exposure to the risk of fluctuating interest rates. The
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In response to projected cash requirements, companies
frequently resort to borrowing. Whether financing is
obtained from a bank or other financial institution of
directly from the debt market through the issuance of
corporate paper, the debt will bear interest. Depending on
the nature of the financing arrangement, debt could have
different forms and terms. Traditionally, interest rates
associated with debt arrangements have either been fixed
over the life of the debt of floating.
In situations where the interest rate charged on
existing debt is floating, interest rate futures contracts
could be a useful tool for the financial manager.
Obviously, the major risk with floating rate debt is the
possibility that interest rates might rise, resulting in
higher financing costs. To reduce this risk, the short
hedge can be utilized. It is designed to lock in current
interest rates, thus eliminating any additional costs
resulting from a rise in rates.
Asset Management
Whether investing excess cash for short periods of time
or purchasing long term fixed income securities, a return
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is earned that is obviously influenced by market interest
rates. The financial manager holding fixed income
securities knows that a rise in the general level of
interest rates will adversely affect the market value of
any interest bearing securities owned. Following the
price/yield relationship, as interest rates rise,
corresponding prices fall. Consequently, any attempt of
rising interest rates would result in a lower price. To
protect against this market risk while maintaining
portfolio liquidity, a short hedge could be used in a
manner similar to that employed by the debt issuing
company.
If the financial manager expect to purchase fixed income
securities in the future, the situation is reversed. In
this case, the financial manager desires to lock in
currently available high yields for future periods
however, the possibility exists that interest rates might
fall before the actual cash purchase is transacted. By
entering into a long hedge, that is a long position in the
futures market to protect the cost of the anticipated
purchase in the cash market, the prevailing current yield
can be locked in for the future.
Speculation
Besides hedgers, speculators will enter into a future
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contract or a combination of futures, trying to derive a
profit by predicting the future movement of interest
rates. While the hedger is not predicting future interest
rate movements, but is merely protecting against possible
adverse effects of these movements, the speculator assumes
positions in anticipation of the future direction and
timing of interest rate changes. Speculators take long
positions in the futures markets expecting future interest
rates to drop and prices to rise. Conversely, they take
short positions in the futures markets when they expect
that future interest rates will rise and prices fall.
Actual Examples
Due to the dynamic nature of today's financial markets,
changing economic conditions will have significant effects
on the prospective uses of the futures markets. A major
incentive for potential users to enter the interest rate
futures market is the increased or continued volatility in
interest rates.
Interest rate futures contracts can be used successfully
in differing economic circumstances. Similarly, the cast
of users of interest rate futures contracts is just as
diverse. The following examples illustrate two potential




A pension fund manager is concerned with total portfolio
value. As the portfolio consists of stocks and fixed
income investments, the pensions manager realizes that a
portion of the portfolio value is directly related to the
current level of interest rates. Any rise in interest
rates will adversely affect the valuation of fixed income
investments. In an attempt to maintain current market
value, as well as portfolio liquidity, the manager employs
a short hedge in the futures market. Assuming that an
adequate correlation factor can be determined between the
corporate or Government fixed-income investments and the
futures contracts currently available, the manager should
accomplished a successful hedge.
Example Twc
In June, an insurance company treasurer forecasts excess
cash by September due to anticipated premium adjustments.
Observing that current interest rates are unusually high
and that the futures market reflects these high rates
through September, the treasurer is anxious to lock in the
currently attainable high yield for a September cash
purchase by entering the futures markets now. The
treasurer believes that interest rates could drop off
sharply, and by September, the interest rate currently
forecast for September might not be realizable.
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Purchasing interest rate futures for the approximate value
of the anticipated cash purchase could effectively lock in
the current high yield.
Alternative Instrument for Hedging against
Interest Rate Risk.
Quite a lot of bankers hold an opposite view against the
interest rate future. They state that the present
instruments in the market are adequate for interest rate
risk hedging.
Cnterest Rate Swap
In the simplest example of an interest rate swap, two
companies swap the payment stream- not the principal- of
their borrowing from fixed to floating rate in the same
currency. In the international capital markets, fixed-
income investors are more credit sensitive than investors
in floating rate instruments. As a result a greater
premium is demanded from lower rated companies in the
fixed-rate debt markets.
This situation is compounded when companies, because of
their risk aversion, in general prefer fixed-rate debt,
and banks, with a strong credit rating which would enable
them to enter the fixed markets with a relative advantage,
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prefer a floating rate regime to suit their asset profile.
An interest rate swap simply arbitrages each borrower's
.relative strength in two different markets.
For example a top rated AAA bank/company is able to
borrow fixed-rate funds at 10% but in need of floating
rate dollars, juxtaposed with a BB company which would
have to pay 11.5% for fixed money. That gives the AAA
borrower a 150 basis point advantage over the lower
credit. The AAA bank/company can also access to floating
dollars at Libor plus 1/4% while the lower rated company
would have to pay Libor plus 3/4%. That gives the AAA
borrower a 50 basis point advantage in the floating debt
market less than in the fixed market.
Before entering the interest rate swap, both borrowers
take out debt in the respective rate structures- the AAA
borrower in the fixed rate and the BB in the floating
market, for which they remain responsible throughout the
lifetime of the swap. The AAA borrower then contracts to
pay Libor to BB, in return for 10.20%. AAA can use the
10.20% income stream to service its 10% liability,
creating Libor minus 20 basis points, while BB uses the
Libor payments to service its Libor plus 75 basis points
debt, which, when added to 10.20%, result in a final cost
of funds of 10.95%, or significantly less than it would be
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able to achieve by entering the fixed market directly
(11.5%). Both entities have therefore capitalized on their
relative advantage in different investor bases.
Treasurers use the interest rate swap market to manage
existing liabilities as well as swap off a new issue.
Swaps then become a hedging as well as cost-cutting
device, while leaving the underlying source of funds
unaffected. A corporation, for example, with debt fixed at
higher than current market levels, can swap into Libor
funding it if expects rates to fall further. If after the
duration of the swap, the treasurer feels rates have
bottomed out, the company can re-fix into the lower rates
with a second floating/fixed swap.
Forward Rate Agreements (FRA)
A forward rate agreement (FRA) is very similar to a
futures contract except that it is not traded in an
exchange. In its interbank form it is a contract between
two banks for a stated period. Unlike financial futures,
which have fixed settlement dates, the FRA can be dealt
from any date in the future until any other date. Although
the most commonly dealt in periods are those that start
1,2,3 or 6 months from spot value, it is perfectly
possible these days to find a dealing price in broken
dates, which is non-standard settlement periods. It should
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be noted that unlike a cash market forward/forward
deposit, there is no commitment on either side to transfer
the principal sum involved it is only the difference
between the rate originally dealt in and the rate fixed on
settlement date that is actually paid or received by the
counterparts.
In Hong Kong, there is FRA market, but the size is
believed not big. Since there is no formal data for the
development of this FRA instrument in Hong Kong, FRA,
itself can be a stand alone research topic. However,
conclusively, companies can use FRA to hedge against their
interest rate risk in Hong Kong Dollar. Or more directly,
companies take cash market forward /forward deposit which
is common among interbank market.
Duration Analysis
. Another tool for controlling interest rate risk for
depository institutions, particularly for thrift
institutions is Duration Analysis. Duration is a measure
of the average life of a security that has a number of
interesting and important mathematical properties,
particularly for measuring interest-rate risk. In its
simplest form, duration is computed by (1) multiplying
the length of time to each scheduled payment of a default-
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and option-free security by the present value of that
payment, (2) summing over all payments, and (3) dividing
by the total present value of the security.
For securities that make only one payment at maturity,
duration is equal to term to maturity for all other
securities, it is shorter than term to maturity. Duration
effectively converts a coupon security into its zero
coupon equivalent. Durations can be used to measure a
target account whose value is to be controlled and of a
particular degree of risk exposure, for example, (1)
capital, (2) the capital-to-asset ratio and (3) the ratio
of economic net income to total assets. The interest rate
risk of a target account is related to difference, or gap,
between the average duration of the assets of the
institution and the average duration of the deposits.
The greater the duration gap, the greater is the
institution's risk exposure for a particular target
account and conversely, the smaller the gap, the smaller
its exposure. Moreover, the relationship is linear. Hence,
a bank can immunize its interest rate risk exposure. This
is a complete interest rate hedging strategy. This is to
set the appropriate duration gap to zero, which is
referred to as duration matching.
Other Unfavourable Factors
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There are some other factors that will hinder the
success of the interest rate futures contract. According
to this primary research, several unfavourable factors are
identified.
Retail Hedqers
Nearly all interviewees agreed that it was difficult for
retail hedgers to understand the interest rate futures
contract. Retail hedgers that are individual investors
want to hedge against their interest rate risk. However,
the concept and operation of the interest rate future are
quite professional and therefore the man-in-the-street may
not have enough professional knowledge to understand.
Without any understanding, retail hedgers are unlikely to
enter into this market, especially they got their lesson
in the stock market crash in October of 1987.
Government Influence
The Hong Kong Dollar is now pegged with the U. S. Dollar
at 7.8 rate. In order to regulate this level, the only way
is to control the interest rate in cash market which is
proved by the recent issue of negative interest rate.
The Hong Kong Government cannot do anything to stop the
demand of Hong Kong Dollar, she just can use the negative
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interest rate to threaten the speculators. However, in
this way, the interest rate is no longer freely determined
by the market. The Government intervention will hinder the
participators, since the cash market rate will influence
the future market rate.
Liquidity Problem
The Hong Kong Dollar market is quite small compared to
the international currency market. The inter-bank market
rate is highly subject to the control by several large
banks in Hong Kong. Without the central bank, the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank plays the similar role, however it
is a commercial bank. There is a conflict of interest.
Both the cash market and the future market will be subject
to its control.
Institutional investors are expected to be the major
players of this market. The highest demand will come from
the institution holding the biggest amount of Hong Kong
Dollars. The Hong Kong Dollar deposits are very unevenly
distributed among institutions. The holders of large
amount of Hong Kong'Dollar are the Hong Kong Government,
the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, the Hang Seng Bank, and
the Bank of China. Since the market is small and
controlled by several parties, the liquidity is a real
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problem to the development of interest rate futures
contract in Honq Kona.
Regulation of Fund Management
There are many funds in Hong Kong, like pension fund,
mutual fund and unit trust. They all subject to interest
rate risk exposure. However, their regulations are mostly
restricted them to just invest in cash market. Funds
decline to be less aggressive, they invest rather than
trading. Although unit trusts are more aggressive and
trade a lot in cash market, they are forbidden to trade in
future market. This mainly depends on the agreement made
between the funds and the trustees. This segment of the
market is deemed to be small.
Positive Reasons towards Futures
The foregoing analysis seems to post a very dim future
to interest rate futures. However, the primary interview
result is two sides. All interviewees have positive
attitude towards launching the interest rate futures
contract. The Hong Kong Futures Exchange should continue
to bring out new financial trading products into the
market, no matter it. will be very successful or not. This
will make Hong Kong financial market as sophisticated as
the top financial centre on the other parts of the world.
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Having this advanced instruments, Hong Kong maintains its
importance in the worldwide financial world. Its position
of the Far East financial centre can be secured.
Speculative Habit
Hong Kong's people are famous for having the speculative
behaviour. The recent stock index futures crash is a good
evidence. It is believed that the interest rate futures
contract will attract a lot of speculators. They will
become the major support of this futures market. But it
will change the original purpose of developing this
instrument in Hong Kong as a tool for hedging against
interest rate risk exposure.
Hedging Availability
Although there are many hedging tools available in Hong
Kong, most are involved principal deposit in cash market
that locks quite a large amount of capital which is
undesirable. Also other tools are made through Over-the-
Counter market that is between banks and corporations. The
market is not very active and each deal is customer made
which is not easy to buy or sell when comparing to the
interest rate futures contract.
An established trading exchange can facilitate interest
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rate risk hedgers to easily hedge their investment
portfolio accordingly through buying and selling interest
rate futures contract. Undoubtedly, the presence of
interest rate futures enhances the hedging opportunities
for investors.
Regulation of Futures Contract
Whether the trading volume of the interest rate futures
contract will be great or not largely relies on the
regulation of interest rate futures contract. The stock
index futures contract is a good example shows without a
tight control and proper regulation the disaster will be
followed. Having absorbed this lesson, the Hong Kong
Futures Exchange is now fine tuning its operation,
structure and re-regulating its proposed interest rate
futures contract.
The report of the Securities Review Committee will also
provide many valuable improvements in how to operate
interest rate futures and construct its financial
guarantee. Therefore, when people restore their confidence
in the trading safety of the future exchange and the Hong
Kong Futures Exchange can provide a smooth and effective
trading environment of interest rate futures contract,
both hedgers and speculators will participate in the
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Political Stabilization
Hong Kong is now shadowed by the issue of 1997. Hong
Kong people are very sensitive to any disturbance. The
China Government decides to stabilize Hong Kong,
particularly its international financial centre image. The
China Government strongly supports any facility to
strengthen the financial centre image of Hong Kong.
The interest rate futures contract will be protected in
anyway. Any intention to monopolize the market will be
restricted by the China Government. Its political and
economic influence to any corporation in Hong Kong is
undoubted. The big horns and bank giants are quite willing
to cooperate with the China Government since the loss from
not to cooperate will be much greater.
Having this strongest protective shield from the China
Government, interest rate futures contract will grow
healthily and strongly.
Options Demand
The demand for interest rate options is simply very
great. Many corporations have inquired these financial
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instruments. However, the supply is limited. So far, only
Chase Manhattan Bank can provide the similar facility,
interest rate agreement that is cap and floor.
The problems are mainly two. First, Hong Kong bond
market is small and not active without reliable credit
rating system. Nobody can issue options on a such market.
Second, the issuers are difficult to hedge their own risk





There are ideas for and against the introduction of
interest rate futures contract. But people seem to have a
common consensus that Hong Kong Futures Exchange should
attempt to introduce sophisticated financial tools for
Hong Kong investors. On the other hand, all interviewees
do not think that without interest rate futures the Hong
Kong's position as in international finance centre will be
down graded.
First, the interest rate futures contract considered is
in Hong Kong Dollar. It will not affect the Hong Kong's
international finance centre, since Hong Kong Dollar is
not an international currency. If interest rate futures
contract in U. S. dollar is introduced, it will affect the
international position.
Second, the Hong Kong investors can hedge against their
interest rate risks without any interest rate futures.
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Interest rate futures are not the necessities in Hong
Kong. It is an enhancement. Probably, with interest rate
futures, the Hong Kong's image as an international finance
centre can be more secured.
Third, the image of Hong Kong is now more sensitive to
its stabilities of trading operations on the two
exchanges. People are waiting for the restructing of the
exchanges and the report prepared by the Securities Review
Committee.
On the one hand, interest rate futures can activate
hedging activities in Hong Kong. If under proper guidance,
the interest rate futures will be another super star for
the Hong Kong Futures Exchange. The adequacy of the
present hedging tools are subject to critique. The
duration analysis is difficult to manipulate, since the
duration is changing with time. It is hard to take
immediate action to cope with time passing. There may not
be a suitable security available when it is needed to
match the duration. If it is available, it will take time
to arrange. When it is dealt, the duration has been
changed already.
Using interest rate swap for hedging is not convenient
unless there is a big and liquid swap market. But at the
mid of 1987, Hong Kong swap market had a big slump,
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because there was no counter side party, all had the same
opinion towards interest rate movement. To arrange a swap
is not as easy as buying future contract. Therefore, it
is quite time consuming and not effective and reliable.
FRA is much better, because it is just like futures
contract except it is tailor made and flexible. However,
since it is non-standardized, it is difficult for frequent
trading and changing investment portfolio structure. In
fact, FRA and interest rate futures cater for different
market segments. FRA suits project type hedging, that is
the company having a project subject to interest rate risk
can use FRA to tailor fit its project profile. Interest
rate future is used for hedging a portfolio that needs to
change its structure frequently.
Moreover, the interest rate futures contract as
discussed in the previous chapters is the most effective
instrument for hedging so far. Its convenience,
standardization and liquidity are by the way putting it to
the best position to compete with the other instruments.
Although it has such superiorities, the education process
for Hong Kong's people to learn its advantages and
participate in the interest rate futures market is not a
short time. In fact, in the current situation of Hong
Kong, no party wants to see a dramatic growth in the
interest rate futures market because of being afraid of
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disturbing the stability of Hong Kong's economic
environment.
Conclusively, the potential demand for interest rate
futures is substantial. Although it does not have any
direct impact on the Hong Kong's position as an
international finance centre, it will promote the
financial sophistication of Hong Kong.
Further researches can be carried out after the
launching of interest rate futures. By studying the
trading data of the futures contract, a lot of
implications and investors' behaviours can be explored
out. The empirical tests will prove whether the research
findings in this report-- the reasons for using interest
rate futures and the problems facing the investors-- are
right or wrong. Hence, this research report provides a
direction for further researches to test on.
Interest Rate Options
The usefulness of Interest rate options is far more
effective than interest rate futures. It protects the
holder from unlimited loss only on the option price. It
is a typical insurance product. The potential demand of
interest rate options is tremendous. If Hong Kong can
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provide this instrument, it will upgrade the financial
status of Hong Kong.
The necessary conditions for introducing interest
options are the success of bond market and interest rate
futures market. With bond market, issuers can write
options on those bond. With futures market, issuers can
hedge against their own risk. Conclusively, at the present
environment, it is too far away to talk about interest
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